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ACTIVITIES OF THE MONTH
This month we have set a target of puzzles and
games to be completed by a student which will
help them to plan the time for practice which is
crucial in improving the game strength.
Also, we are providing a list of books to be
purchared and studied for different students as
per their category.

www.deccanchess.com

STARS OF THE MONTH

JASVEEN KAUR

P.JOSHINI

Jasveen and Joshini finished 1st and 2nd place respectively in the 33rd
Under 7 Telangana State Chess Ranking Tournament
at LB Stadium Hyderabad
held on 21 November 2021

STAR OF THE MONTH
Varish Tarigopula has qualifyed to participate in
Under 10 *Major* category for the upcoming
prestigious London Junior Chess championship to
be held in the month of December.
He scored 5 points out of 6 rounds to book a
spot for U10 LJCC.
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CHESS LEGENDS /Mikhail Tal

Mikhail Nekhemyevich Tal (9 November 1936 – 28 June 1992) was a Soviet Latvian chess player
and the eighth World Chess Champion. He is considered a creative genius and one of the best
players of all time. Tal played in an attacking and daring combinatorial style. His play was known
above all for improvisation and unpredictability. It has been said that "Every game for him was as
inimitable and invaluable as a poem". He was often called "Misha", a diminutive for Mikhail, and he
earned the nickname "The Magician from Riga". He also held the record for the longest unbeaten
streak in competitive chess history with 95 games (46 wins, 49 draws) between 23 October 1973
and 16 October 1974.
In addition, Tal was a highly regarded chess writer.

A BENT PIN

Mikhail Tal vs Bent Larsen
This game is from 1965,
Candidates tournament semi final
1. E4 C5 2. NF3 NC6 3. D4 CD4 4. ND4 E6 5. NC3 D6 6. BE3 NF6 7.
F4 BE7 8. QF3 O-O 9. O-O-O QC7 10. NDB5 QB8 11. G4 A6 12. ND4
ND4 13. BD4 B5 14. G5 ND7 15. BD3 B4 16. ND5 ED5 17. ED5 F5
18. RDE1 RF7 19. H4 BB7 20. BF5 RF5 21. RE7 NE5 22. QE4 QF8 23.
FE5 RF4 24. QE3 RF3 25. QE2 QE7 26. QF3 DE5 27. RE1 RD8 28.
RE5 QD6 29. QF4 RF8 30. QE4 B3 31. AB3 RF1 32. KD2 QB4 33.
C3 QD6 34. BC5 QC5 35. RE8 RF8 36. QE6 KH8 37. QF7
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MAJOR MOMENTS IN CHESS HISTORY

10 most important moments in chess history:
From its ancient origins chess has evolved to
appeal to modern players of all cultures and ages.
Chess is born
Around 600 AD, the Arabic game
Shatranj developed from the Indian game
chaturanga, becoming the first game identifiable
as chess.
Shatranj was played on 8x8 board and featured 16
pieces on each side, similar to today's chess.
Meet the mad queen
The mad queen was introduced in the XV
century. It wasn't around 1450, that chess saw its
most radical change: The mad Queen.
Hoping to make the game faster and more
enjoyable, some players tweaked the rules to
allow the queen to move as far as she wanted in
any direction, vertically or horizontally combining
the movements of rook and bishop. This change
was so revolutionary that the French called the
new game "Chess of enraged lady" - "Mad Queen".
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First Chess Tournament
The first formal chess tournament was organized in
1851 and witnessed the "Immortal Game"
The first informal international chess tournament took place when the
Italians Leonardo da Cutri and Paolo Boi travelled to the court of
Philip II Madrid to play Ruy Lopez and Alfonzo Ceron of Spain.
The mechanical Turk
In 1770, the Hungarian inventor Wolfgang von
Kempelen unveiled the Mechanical Turk, an automatic chess - playing
"machine" that entertained and bewildered audiences by defeating
strong human opponents.
The Staunton Pieces
The Englishman Howard Staunton was arguably the
strongest player in the world from 1843 to 1851. Staunton, a
passionate chess promotor, advocated specific styles of chess pieces.
Originally designed by the chess journalist Nathaniel Cook, the pieces
were enjoyable to play with due to their easy piece recognition, stable
bases, and pleasing design. These pieces came to be called the
"Staunton" style, which is now the official design of chess pieces used
around the world.

Sand Hourglass

Tumbling clock

Analog clock

Digital clock

Chess Clocks
In 1861, the first chess timers were introduced using
sand hourglasses with three hours of sand each. Those evolved later
into "tumbling" chess clocks, where one clock would start when the
other stopped. Then came the analog clocks are equipped with a
"flag" that falls to indicate the exact moment the player's time has
expired. They use mechanical buttons. Pressing the button on one
player's side physically stops the movement of that player's clock and
releases the hold on the opponent's. Currently we use digital clocks.
First World Champion
The Austrian-American chess player William Steinitz
became the first official world chess champion in 1886 when he
defeated Johannes Zukertort in a match for the undisputed
championship
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Fischer and Kasparov
Bobby Fischer learned the rules of chess at the
age of six. Six months after he turned 15, Fischer was a
grandmaster, setting the record at the time for the youngest
GM ever.
Kasparov became the youngest world champion ever at age 22
after defeating Anatoly Karpov, and remained the undisputed
strongest chess player for nearly 22 years. His peak rating of
2851 stood as the highest in history until it was surpassed by
the current world champion Magnus Carlsen in 2013.

Bobby Fischer

Garry Kasparov

Computer's Win
In 1989, the computer company IBM hired a
team of Carnegie Mellon engineers to create a computer
capable of beating the world chess champion.
That champion was Garry Kasparov, who said "there is still a
long way to go before a human on his or her best day is unable
to defeat the best computer." Indeed, in 1989, Garry Kasparov
defeated IBM's "Deep Thought" computer in a 6-game match.
The next version, "Deep Blue," also fell to Kasparov in 1996
Chess software today is far stronger than human chess players.
The human world champion Magnus Carlsen is rated 2877,
while the best computer program is rated 3290.
The Magnus Era
Magnus is undeniably one of the most
prodigious chess figures in the history of the game.
He's the highest rated player ever. He became a grandmaster at
age thirteen. In 2013, Carlsen defeated GM Viswanathan Anand
to win the world chess championship.
Carlsen has been the top-ranked chess player in the world
since he was a teenager, and he is a safe bet to remain the
world's dominant chess figure for years to come
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KNOW YOUR COACH
Debashis Das
Debashis Das works as a software Engineer in Cognizant. Apart from
chess he also played badminton and volleyball for his district. He loves
to read Novels, Poems, and other literary works. Not only reading he also
writes poems and is also an active member of many online and offline
Poetry groups around the globe. He believes in exploring every possible
unfeigned shade of life
" A beautiful world never remains lost forever in darkness,
After every dreadful dark night, the sun also rises. "

Snippet of the Interview:
1. At what age did you start playing chess?
A. I started playing chess at the age of 12 when I got a chess set as a gift on my 11th birthday.
2. Can you recall a specific turning point?
A. In the year 2005 I faced my coach in a club tournament as an opponent and won the match against
him. It motivated me to explore my ideas with chess further.
3. What is your favorite sports quote?
A. I love a simple yet sublime piece of word by The great chess player Mikhail Chigorin, " Even a poor plan
is better than no plan at all. "
4. Do you have any heroes or role models that you look up to?
A. I love games played by Mikhail Tal aka the magician from Riga.
I enjoy his games mostly because of his surprising tactics, sharp sacrifices, and mighty attack strategy. I
consider him as my role model.
5. What is your best game memory or the best Tournament performance?
A. In the year 2015 there was an Annual chess meet of telecom professionals.
I won all 12 games in a row and won the tournament for Aircel. I consider that as my best tournament
performance or memory since after that I got the recognition and appreciation mail from National level
leaders of the organization.
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PUZZLE CORNER
Philidor position, rook and pawn versus rook

The defending king (White in this diagram) is
on the queening square of the pawn (or
adjacent to it). The pawn can be on any file.
The opposing pawn has not yet reached the
defender's third rank (its sixth rank).
The opposing king is beyond the defender's
third rank.
The defender's rook is on the third rank,
keeping the opposing king off that rank.

Black would like to get his king to the e3-square and threaten checkmate to
force the white king away from the queening square of the pawn, e1. The
white rook on the third rank prevents that. If Black checks with the rook from
the side, White simply keeps the king in front of the pawn by alternating
between squares e1 and e2. If Black offers an exchange of rooks White should
take it, since the resulting king and pawn endgame is drawn
So Black's only winning chance is to advance the pawn. The basic idea for the
defender is to keep his rook on his third rank until the pawn advances to that
rank, then check the opposing king from behind
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UPCOMING EVENTS
1. World Chess Championship 2021
The World Chess Championship 2021 is an ongoing chess match between reigning world champion Magnus
Carlsen(Rating: 2855 World No.1) and challenger Ian Nepomniachtchi to determine the World Chess
Champion.
Location: Dubai Exhibition Centre, Dubai, United Arab Emirates,
Date: 24th November to 16th December 2021
The live stream of the championship is available on the FIDE Chess Youtube channel(Indian world champion
Vishwanathan Anand is commentating)
2. Tata Steel Chess India Rapid And Blitz Tournament
Date: November 17th - 21st in Kolkata, India

MATCH SUMMARY
Nov 24th, 2021 to Nov 30th 2021
Total games played - 4 Games
The duel divides neatly into three segments. The first four
games, with challenger Nepomniachtchi having the
advantage of white in three were drawn. An early pattern
emerged with Carlsen willing to sacrifice a pawn in the
opening of the game in order to gain active and
imbalanced play.
The most exciting clash in this segment was game two,
where Carlsen appeared to seize an opening advantage of
surprise and attack, but Nepo’s resourceful defence
turned the tables and forced larger material sacrifices.
The champion managed to create enough pressure and
even regained a slight initiative after some slightly sloppy
play from the challenger.

Score Card
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TATA STEEL CHESS INDIA RAPID & BLITZ
India’s biggest chess tournament, is back after a gap of a year.
As always, the lineup has top international Super Grandmasters
– Levon Aronian is back in his third outing, while Sam
Shankland, Le Quang Liem and Parham Maghsadloo clock up
their first appearance at TSCI. Also making their appearance
this year are Harika Dronavalli and R.Vaishali – marking a
welcome first for the tournament.
Rapid Tournament:
A single 10-player Round Robin played on November 17, 18 and
19, with 3 rounds per day. The time control is 25 minutes for the
entire game with an increment of 10 seconds from Move 1
Blitz Tournament:
A double 10-player Round Robin played on November 20 and 21,
with 9 rounds per day. The time control is 3 minutes with an
increment of 2 seconds from Move 1

Results

Aronian and Arjun who tied for the first place at 11.5/18
each.
Levon Aronian, winner Tata Steel Chess India 2021 Blitz in
Armageddon Playoffs.
Arjun Erigaisi, winner of Tata Steel Chess India 2021 Rapid

IMPORTANT WEBSITES
https://www.fide.com\ (InternationalChess Federation)
https://new.uschess.org/upcoming-tournaments (For US Students)
https://www.englishchess.org.uk/event-calendar (For UK Students)
https://aicf.in/ (For Indian Students)
https://auschess.org.au/ (For Australian Students)
https://www.singaporechess.org.sg/ (For Singapore Students)
https://en.chessbase.com/
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Kajal Kaur
Co-founder, DCA,
BTech & MBA,

Editor's
Desk

Assistant Editor

SPECIAL MENTION
TO ALL THE DCA COACHES
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P. Jeevita
Project Coordinator, DCA,
BBA (Icfai University)
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